Operant conditioning in motor and neural integration.
Empirical and theoretical reasons were given to investigate operant conditioning in a new, integrative approach within motor control physiology. Elements of inborn and learned behavior were presented in a framework specifying their stimuli and responses. The operant was redefined as a controlling discriminative stimulus, Sd, together with the response, R, it produces, on the basis of a previous literature of operant and instrumental research. Complex motor and neural activity were reviewed in accordance with partitioning of: responses, controlling stimulation, reinforcement, and functions of movement-produced stimulation. Schematics portrayed reinforcement principles through analysis of a fast pathway from Ia muscle spindle afferents to motor outflow. Methods were suggested to minimize operant units through selective reinforcement and establish them to defined end points of learning within composite, ongoing behavior. It was argued that operant neural mechanisms can be investigated efficiently only by starting with individual operants that are thoroughly characterized.